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By Orly Goldwasser

INTRODUCTION: THE CONTEXT OF THE FIND
By Amihai Mazar
Beth-Shean, located in the Jordan Valley, served as
the main Egyptian stronghold in the northern part
of Palestine during the New Kingdom. Between
1921–1933, widespread excavations were conducted
at the site by a team from the University Museum of
the University of Pennsylvania, directed consecutively by Clarence Fisher, Alan Rowe,1 and Gerald
FitzGerald.2 The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
resumed the excavations in 1983 under the direction
of Shulamit Geva and Yigael Yadin3 and between
1989 – 1996 under the direction of A. Mazar.4
The new excavations show that the Egyptian garrison town was rather small (about 1.2 hectare). It
probably was just a garrison town, while the main
Canaanite city was located about 5 km to the south,
in Tel Rehov. It appears that the garrison town was
founded already in the 15th century (early phase of
Level IX of the old excavations) and continued to
exist until the end of the Egyptian domination, close
to the end of the 20th Dynasty (Level VI). During
this period, the town was destroyed severely at least
three times: at the end of Level IX (14th century
BCE), end of Level VII (end of the 13th century
BCE) and end of Level VI (mid 12th century BCE).
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The commemorative scarab of Amenophis III,
registration no. 388222, was found on July 31 1996 at
level 92.72 m in Locus 38855 in our Area S. This
locus is attributed to our Stratum S3a which corresponds to Level VI of the previous excavations and is
dated to the later part of the 20th Dynasty. The scarab
thus must have been an heirloom. It is difficult to
define the nature of the context. Locus 38855 is a
small probe excavated east of our Area N, where a
large building containing Egyptian pottery was excavated by us and attributed to Stratum S4 (early 20th
dynasty). Above this building, the University Museum excavations revealed structures of Level VI, north
of their Building 1700 (the latter proved to be an
Iron Age II building in our excavations).5 Our Locus
38855 is not far from the eaSTERN edge of the
mound. The monumental lintel of Ramesses-WeserKhepeh6 was found about 10 m to the south-east.
This appears to be an important part of the Egyptian
garrison town, yet most of the area around the location of the find of the scarab is still unexcavated.7
***
The large commemorative scarab uncovered during
the 1997 season,8 is of the rare type usually labeled
the “Kirgipa”9 scarab, which tells of the arrival, in
regnal year 10, of Kirgipa daughter of Shuttarna II,
king of Mittani, escorted by 317 women of her
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I recommend to add references to additional Egyptian
objects from the new excavations: D. SWEENEY, The man
on the Folding Chair: An Egyptian Relief from Beth
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I am very grateful to Prof. Amihai Mazar for allowing
me to publish this unique find.
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entourage. This event is defined by the author of
the text as “a marvel” (Pl.1).
Description: schist (?)
Dimensions: 8.6 x 6.0 x 2.7 cm.
Type: (pls 2,3)
Preservation: slightly chipped

Drawings by M. Cox
Photo by A. Mazar
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The first detailed study of the ‘Kirgipa’ scarab was
presented by R. ENGELBACH, in his article “A ‘Kirgipa’
commemorative scarab of Amenophis III presented by
his majesty King Farouk I to the Cairo Museum,” ASAE
40 (1940): 659–661; see also HELCK, Urk IV, 1738. For a
recent collection of bibliography see A. P. KOZLOFF et
al., Egypt Dazzling Sun. Amenhotep III and his World,
Cleveland, 1992, 67–69.

Only five scarabs of this variety were known to
date.10 Four were published by Blankenberg-van
Delden11 in his detailed catalogue book. He added
the fifth in another publication,12 a few years later.
The latter is a “lost and found” scarab, known as
“Mme Hoffmann’s scarab” of which information
and hand copy already appear among the group
classified as “lost scarabs” in Blankenberg-van
Delden catalogue book.13 Of the five known scarabs
one comes from an excavation in the necropolis of
Hermopolis (Tunah el-Gebel), one was a gift by exking Farouk I to the Egyptian Museum in Cairo,
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and is said to come from Buto (Tell Fara’in), and
the two others are in the possession of the
Staatliche Museum in Berlin, and the British Museum respectively, both coming from unknown provenance. Mme Hoffmann’s scarab is said to be
brought from Egypt.
The Beth-Shean scarab is the first Kirgipa scarab
to come from Canaan. Three other commemorative
scarabs which were published by Blankenberg-van
Delden originated in Canaan. They comprise two
“marriage” scarabs and one “lion-hunt” scarab. One
“marriage” scarab was found in a wall foundation in
Beth Shemesh (‘Ain Shems=Rumeila),14 while the
other “marriage” scarab comes from the excavations
in Gezer.15 The “lion-hunt” scarab was found on an
altar platform in a shrine of the upper level temple
founded by Amenhotep III in Lachish.16 A second
“lion hunt” scarab was recently discovered in the
renewed excavations in Jaffa and will be published
soon.17 Another “marriage” scarab was uncovered in
the palace of Ugarit (Ras Shamra) and is now in the
National Museum of Damascus.18 All other scarabs
from different museums in the Levant (including
Jerusalem) come from unknown provenance or are
known to be brought from Egypt.
Transliteration:
1. rnpt sp 10 xr Hm n
2. @r kA nxt [xa] m mAat Nbty smn
3. hpw sgrH tAwy @r nbw aA x(pS)
4. Hw %ttiw Nsw bit Nb-M3at Ra (s3 Ra)
5. Imn Htp Hq3 WAst di anx Hmt nsw wrt &iy
6. anx.ti rn n it.s Ywi3 rn n mwt.s *wi3 bi3wt (in)yt
7. n Hm.f a.w.s s3t wr n Nh-r-(n)
8. %-t-r-n K-l-g(-p)
9. tpwt n xnri.(s)
10. (st) 3(17)
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To be published in Tel Aviv by Deborah Sweeney. Dr.
Sweeney has kindly informed me that the scarab comes
from an unstratified layer.
C. BLANKENBERG-VAN DELDEN, op. cit., 50–51 (A42).
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Translation:
1. The tenth year of his Majesty
2. Horus ‘Strong Bull Appearing in Maat’; He of
the Two Goddesses ‘Establisher
3. of Laws, Pacifier of the Two Lands’; The Golden
Horus ‘Great of Valor,
4. Smiting the Asiatics’; King of Upper and Lower
Egypt ‘Neb-Maat-R’; (Son of Re)
5. ‘Amenhotep the Ruler of Thebes’, given life.
The great royal consort, Tiy
6. may she live. Her father’s name is Ywia, her
mother’s name is Twia. Marvels brought
7. to his Majesty (may he live be prosperous and
healthy) –(the) Daughter of the great
one of Naharina,
8. Shutarna – Kirgipa (with)
9. female entourage19 of her harem
10. 3 (17 women).
The six scarabs known to date (including our
scarab) are not identical. There are slight differences in spelling and in the lines’ arrangement.20 Of
all examples, our scarab is closest to scarab D2 in
Blankenberg-van Delden’s book, now in the British
Museum.21 The most conspicuous peculiarity of our
scarab is the omission of the word xa in the Horus
name k3 nxt xa m m3at. However, as the xa appears in
many commemorative scarabs above the back of the
m bird, and as there is an empty space between the
m and the m3at it is rather obvious that this is a mere
error of forgetfulness of the scribe.
The exact function and purpose of the commemorative scarabs is not yet established. However,
if they served as “official royal announcements” it is
very plausible to assume, that Beit-Shean was on the
“mailing list” of King Amenophis III.
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